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In two previous paperst we have considered cases of integral equations

\(¡>{s) =  f K{s,t)4>{t)dt,
Ja.

with unsymmetric kernel K{s, t), which have real characteristic functions,

in terms of which flfàK{s, t)f{s)g{t)dsdt may be expanded. In this

paper we consider the corresponding theory for linear equations in infinitely

many unknowns, which includes the theory of integral equations as a special

case. The method is the same as that used by us for integral equations,

reduction, by means of a biorthogonal system, to a system of linear equations

with a limited symmetric matrix of coefficients. We find in Section 4 that,

for a limited matrix A, a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence

of real characteristic forms of the equations

XZ¿ = E «i* h, I Xdpi = E «<* &Vk>
k */A A

which form a complete system with limited linear forms Zt- ( x ) such that

AFi ( x ) = 0, or in terms of which A {x, y ) may be expanded, is the existence

of a positive definite, symmetric, and limited matrix T such that A T is sym-

metric. The condition obtained by us on the kernel K(s, t) for integral

equations, is that there exist a functional transformation:): T such that

Ts K ( s, t ) is symmetric. This functional transformation differs only slightly

from the one, which by the Riesz-Fischer theorem corresponds to the matrix T,

the additional restriction being that it transform every continuous function

into a continuous function.

* Presented to the Society, September, 1910.

fBulletin of the American Mathematical Society, July, 1910,

pp. 513-515, and these Transactions, vol. 12, pp. 165-180.

t J. Marty obtained necessary and sufficient conditions for the problem in integral equations,

expressed in terms of a special functional transformation T (/) =fák(s, t)f(i)dt,

Comptes Rendus, April, 1910, and June, 1910.
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Section 3 deals with properties of biorthogonal systems of linear forms and

linear differential forms.

1. Notation

We confine our attention to real constants and real functions of real variables.

If the range of a variable is that of a sequence, finite or infinite, it is indicated

by the subscripts i,j,k,l,m,a, and ß. Similarly, constants and functions

with these subscripts denote sequences, finite or infinite, of the constants and

functions.

The coefficients in the linear form F ( x ) of the variables { a-,- } are denoted

by the corresponding small letters /,-, thus

Fix) = ZfiXi-
i

The increment of a continuous function/(X) for an interval A = (Xi, X2)

is denoted by A/(X) = /(X2) —/(Xi). If Ai and A2 are two intervals of X

then Ai2/(X) is the increment of/(X) in the interval common to Ai and A2

if they overlap, and is zero if they do not overlap.

Matrices are denoted by capital letters. The elements of a matrix A are

denoted by the corresponding small letters aik and we write A = iaik).

The elements of the matrix A' are a'ik = aki. The corresponding quadratic

and bilinear forms in the variables { a;¿ } and { y i } are denoted by A ( x, x )

and A ( x, y ) respectively.

The unit matrix is denoted by E

Í 1    i = k,
eik - JO   i + k.

If F i x ) and G ( x ) are two linear forms, the symbol ( F, G ) denotes the

following operation

iF,G) -£/,*.i

For the matrices A and B we write

AB = ( 2 aa bjk ).
3

The transformation of a linear form Fix) by a matrix A is expressed by

AF(x) = Z(T,<*ijfj)*i-
i 3

2.  Definitions and general properties of linear forms and matrices

Limited linear forms. If for a sequence { c¿ } the sum £,- c\ converges,

it is called the norm of { c¿ } . and the sequence is of finite norm.   A linear
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form F {x) is limited, if there exists a quantity M such that for every sequence

{ x,- } of finite norm, and for every n,

n / n

E/»•*.■ = iv_il
i=l *i = l

(A) A linear form F{x) is limited,* when and only when the coefficients

{/,- } are of finite norm, and for two limited linear forms F{x) and G(x),

{F, G) converges.

If ( F, G ) = 0, the two linear forms F {x ) and G {x ) are orthogonal.

Limited matrices. A matrix A and the corresponding quadratic and bi-

linear forms are limited, if there exists a positive quantity M such that for all

sequences { x¿ } and { y, } of finite norm, and for every n,

n j n I n

E aik Xi yk   _ M -v/E x\ -WE y\ ■
l,k=l M=l * 1=1

(B) If for every limited linear form _ (x), the linear form AF{x) is also

limited, the matrix A is limited.f

(C) If A is a limited matrix,î and the sequences { xt- } and { y» } are of

finite norm,

E (E °<*a\-y*) = E (E °i**<2/*) •

(_ ) If _ and B are limited matrices,§ the matrix AB exists and is

limited. A system of linear forms { _<(x) } forms an orthogonal system if

{Li, Lk) = eik.

(E) The matrix Z corresponding to an orthogonal|| system of limited linear

forms Li{x) is limited.

(F) If An are limited matrices^ such that |_„(x, y)\= -M_;x¡, where

M is independent of n, and if lim a™ = an, then A is a limited matrix

and \A (x, x) | _ ._"_!; x¡.

A matrix _ is the /rorii reciprocal of the matrix _ if AB = _ and the rear

reciprocal of „ if BA = E.

* Hubert, Grundzüge einer allgemeinen Theorie der Integralgleichungen, p. 126.

f Hellinger and Toeplitz, Theorie der unendlichen Matrize?i, §10, Mathematische

A n n a 1 e n , vol. 69, 1910. See also E. Schmidt, lieber die Auflösung linearer Gleichungen

mit unendlichvielen Unbekannten, Rendiconti del Circolo Matemático di

Palermo, t. 25, 1908, p. 54.

t Hubert, 1. c, p. 120.
§ Hubert, 1. c, pp. 128-129.
|| Hilbert, 1. c, p. 130.
K Riesz, Les systèmes d'équations linéaires à une infinité d'inconnues, p. 106.
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Stieltjes integral.* Let / ( x ) be a continuous function of limited variation

in the interval (a, b), and let the interval be divided into subintervals

A, = (X», Xt+i) by the points X0 = a, Xi, • • • , X*-!, X„ = b, in such a way

that A¿ approaches zero as n increases, and let w¿ be any value of a continuous

function u (X) in A,-, then the sum

¿«,A,/(X)¡=i

has a limit, and it is denoted by the Stieltjes integral

u(X)#(X),Í-Ja

and this integral is a continuous function of the upper limit of integration.

Hellinger integrals. Let fix) be a continuous function, and /o ( X ) be a

continuous, monotonie non-decreasing function of X in (a, b), and let/(X)

be constant in every interval of (a, b) in which/0(X) is constant. Divide

(a, b) into n subintervals A, = (X,-, X;+i) by the points, X0 = a, Xi, • • • ,

XM_i, X» = b, in such a way that A,- approaches zero, then the sum

f^(A,/(X))2
h Ai/o(x)

has a limit, and it is denoted by the Hellinger integral

^(d/(X))2

d/o(X)   •Íva

A sufficient condition that the Hellinger integral exist is that ( A/)2SiAhAfo,

where h (X) is a continuous, monotonie non-decreasing function in X. If the

integral with the upper limit X is called Ä(X), then Ä(X) is a continuous,

monotonie function, and

(1) {Aff^AhAfo,

and hence/(X) is a function of limited variation.

The system of functions {/(a)| is integrable H (f0a)) on an interval (a, b),

if /(<l) are continuous functions, ff3 are continuous, monotonie non-decreasing

functions of X in the interval (a, b), if the integrals /â(d/(a) )2/dfoa> exist, f and

the sum
(d/(a))2

dfp
converges.

* The statements concerning Stieltjes and Hellinger integrals are results taken from

Hellinger, Neue Begründung der Theorie quadratischer Formen von unendlichvielen Veränder-

lichen, Journal für Mathematik, vol. 136, pp. 234-242, or are easily derived

from them.

t The argument in the integral is omitted whenever there is no ambiguity.
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If /(X) and/i(X) are both integrable H(/0) on the interval (a, b), and

Ui is the value of a continuous function m(X) at some point in A,-, the sum

^    A,/A,/i.¿_ tti    .   «
¿=1 ¿ii/O

has a limit, and it is denoted by

f dfdfx
dfp

Linear differential forms. If /¿ (X) are continuous functions in the interval

(a, b), the system of linear form AZ(X; x) = _¡ A/¿(X)x¿ for all possible

subintervals A of ( a, b ), forms a system of linear differential forms, for

which we use the symbol dF{\; x) = _¿ dfi (X)x¿, and denote the matrix

of coefficients A/,- ( X ) by cZZ.

The linear differential forms dZ(X; x) are limited, if the functions are con-

tinuous in the interval ( a, b ), and if the norm f0 (X ) is continuous in ( a, 6 ).

Given a system of limited linear differential forms {dZ(a)(X; x) } and an

interval (a, 6); {¿F(a)} is limited with respect to {f^] , if /(0a) are con-

tinuous, monotonie non-decreasing functions in (a, b), if {dZ(a) (X; x) } is

integrable íZ (/í,"' ), and if there exists a quantity M such that for every

sequence { x¿ } of finite norm

"(«„<"> (X; x))2

2/ d/W) ME*?-

(G) If {/(a) } is integrable „(/í?) and if { dFM J is limited with respect

to { /oa) } for an interval (a, b), then

-_ f»_«'>(\; s)#<■>(*)     -.     { r, f df^dfV\
()       rJ.'     4fV(x)      "v^vrJL " ^ /'
and is a limited linear form.    If { dG(a) (X; x ) } is also a system of differential

forms, limited with respect to { /(„a) } , and m (X) is a continuous function,

?1 M(X)"    "Woo-"S^U M'~wJ'
and is a limited bilinear form.

A system consisting* of limited linear forms { Z¿(x) } , and limited linear

differential forms { dPw (X; x) j , for an interval {a, b), forms a normalized

orthogonal system with basis functions { p[f ( X ) J , if

{Li, Lk) = C'ik;

* It is to be understood throughout this paper, that in a system consisting of linear forms

{Li (x) !- , and linear differential forms { dl'W ( X ; x ) } , either all the Li (x ) or all the

dfi") ( X ; x ) may be zero.
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if for any two intervals Ai and A2 of (a, b)

A12p(oa,(X)    a = ß,

(3) (A1P^,A2PC«)) = l       0 ^ß;
and if for any interval A of ( a, b )

iLi, AP<*>) = 0.

Since the relation (3) involves only the increments of p(t?)(X) we assume

for an orthogonal system that ^(Xo) = 0 for some point Xo of (a, b).

It follows that
£(2^(X)2)      X-Xo>0,

pW) =
^(^(X)2)      X-Xo<0,

and the j»oa)(X) are continuous, monotonie non-decreasing functions of X.

The orthogonal relation (3) is equivalent* to

'df^df?

(4)        ?J. ~W~l
dfPdpP

dp{if"
r d$

0 a + jS,

where {/(a) } and {/(ia)} are any functions integrable H (pda)).

(H) An orthogonalf  system of linear differential forms  { dPM (X; x)}

with basis functions { p(0a) } for an interval ( a, b ), is limited with respect to

P(oo)

In conformity with the notation for the composition of two matrices, both

of whose arguments have the range of a sequence, we adopt the following

notation, when there is no ambiguity about the basis functions {/c„a) } ,

o   «/a

kdffdgV
'   dfV

= F'Gha = F'G,

according as there is, or is not any ambiguity about the limits of integration.

The product of the matrix above with a matrix A = ( aik ) is indicated by

and

(^Ï.W)")-rou-F'GA-

A system of linear forms is complete if there exists no limited linear form

orthogonal to all the forms of the system.

* Hellinger, 1. c, p. 250.

t Hellinger, 1. c, pp. 248 and 251.
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If the orthogonal system consisting of the linear forms { Li ( x ) ], and the

linear differential forms { dP{,¿) (X, a:) } with the basis functions { p{f ÇK) }

for the interval (a, b), is complete, then

L'LA- P'P = E.

Linear equations with symmetric systems of coefficients.

A characteristic linear form of the system of equations

(5) XZi = 2Z «it h,
k

where the matrix A of coefficients is limited, is a limited linear form L ( x )

not identically zero, whose coefficients h for some value of X, called char-

acteristic number, satisfy the equations (5).

The characteristic numbers form the point spectrum.

A system of characteristic linear differential forms for an interval ( a, b )

of the equations

(6) fupii\) = J^aikApk^),
JA k

where the matrix A of coefficients is limited, is a system of linear differential

forms { dP (X ; x ) } not identically zero, limited with respect to a continuous,

monotonie non-decreasing function po(X), and such that the equations (6)

are satisfied for every subinterval A of ( a, b ).

The intervals of X, for which characteristic linear differential forms exist,

form the continuous spectrum.

(I) If A is a limited symmetric* matrix, there exists a spectrum associated

with it, which lies within a finite interval of the X-axis. The characteristic

linear forms { ¿,- ( x ) } , corresponding to the characteristic numbers { X,- },

and the characteristic linear differential forms { dP(a) (X ; a;)} corresponding

to the continuous spectrum (a, b), form an orthogonalf system for (a, b),

and the basis functions are given by

'    Ç(pP(A)*)  x>o,
V<a)(\)   =   '

-Zip^x)2)  x<o
i

under the assumption that p¿(a) (0) =0. For sequences { *< } and { y i \

of finite norm,

m     ai      s     VwiUfUiV^   dP^(\;x)dP^j\;y)
(7) A(x, y) = 2_,\iLiix)Liiy) A-¿^ J   X--dpY~(\)-   "'"

* Hubert, 1. c, Kap. 11, and HeUinger, 1. c, pp. 210-271.
t The argument given by Hellinger, 1. c, pp. 244-246, for the orthogonality covers only

the case in which the spectrum is positive; it can however be extended to cover the general ease.
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A limited symmetric matrix A is positive if for every sequence of finite norm

E aik Xi xk _ 0,
i, k

the equality sign holding only for _* aik xk = 0, i = 1,2, • ■ • ; and positive

definite, if the equality sign holds only for x¿ = 0, i = 1, 2, • • • .

(J) For a positive symmetric limited matrix of coefficients the spectrum

contains no points to the left of the origin.

A function F {x ) of the variables { x¿ } of finite norm is completely continuous

if
limZ (Xi + e«) = F{Xi),
n=oo

whenever

lim ef = 0 ( i - 1, 2, • •. ).
n=oo

(K) For a completely continuous* quadratic form A{x,x), there exist

no characteristic linear differential forms of the equations (6), and if for a

value of X there exists a characteristic linear form of (5), then there exists a

characteristic linear form for the same value of X of the adjoint system of

equations

XZf = 2_, aki h ■
k

(L) A quadratic form A (x, x) is completely continuoust if E¡,i(i;t con-

verges; also if A = BC, where B (x, x) is limited and C(x, x) is completely

continuous.
3.   BlORTHOGONAL  SYSTEMS

Two finite or infinite systems of limited linear forms { f/,- ( x ) } and { Vi {x ) }

form a biorthogonal system if

{Ui, Vk) = eik.

This condition could be written

UV = E,

which expresses that U is the rear reciprocal of V. In a biorthogonal system

of limited linear forms { Ui {x )} and { V, {x ) } each system is linearly

independent, and the rows of the matrices U and V are of finite norm (A § 2),

although the columns may not be. The matrices may both be limited, or

both unlimited, or one may be limited and the other unlimited.

Theorem I. If T is a limited, j>ositive, symmetric matrix, not identically

zero, there exists a biorthogonal system, finite or infinite, of limited linear forms

{ Ui ( x ) } and { Vi {x ) } , for which the matrix V is limited, and

_ Vi{x) = TUi{x),       T = VV.

* Hubert, 1. c, pp. 165-170.
t Hubert, 1. c, pp. 150 and 176.
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Let {/; ( x )} be a system of linearly independent limited linear forms,

such that TFi + 0 and either the system is complete or forms a complete

system together with limited linear forms { F i {x ) }, such that TFi ( x ) = 0

and which form a linearly independent system together with the { Z» ( x ) } .

For example let Fi{x) = _ ,• ( x ), omitting those Z, ( x ) which are linearly

dependent on a finite number of the preceding.   Then the system

Gi{x) = TFi{x)

is linearly independent.    The biorthogonal system is constructed as follows

Ui{x) =

Fiix)

{Fi,Gx)

F2{x)

{F2,GX)

Fi{x)

{Fi,Gx)

(_i,GU)    {F2,G^X) {Fi, Gi-X)

where

Vi{x) =

Ki =

Gx{x)

{GX,FX)

{Gx,Fi-X)

tIkZJíí

G2{x)

{G2,FX)

{G2,Fi-X)

Gi{x)

{Gi,Fx)

{Gi, Z,-_! )
^K^XK

{FX,GX)

{FX,G2)

{F2,GX)

{F2,G2)

{Fi,Gx)

{Fi,G2)

{Fi,Gi){Fx,Gi)    {F2,Gi)    ■

That the matrix V is limited, follows from the substitution of

F{x) = H{x)-fJUj{x){Vj,E),

where H (x) is any limited linear form, in {F, TF) _ 0.    We obtain

t,{Vk,H)2^{H, TH).
k=l

Since T is limited it follows from B § 2 that V is limited. It can be seen

directly from the construction that Vi {x ) = TU i {x ), and hence {Vi, F) = 0.

To prove the last part of the theorem, let V'V -_T = R. Then RUi ( x ) = 0,

and also _Z¿ ( x ) = 0. Since { Ui {x ) } and { _ ,- ( x ) } form a complete system

if { Fi{x) } and { Fi{x) } do, R = 0 and V'V = T.

The limited linear forms {Ui {x ) } and { F,- ( x ) j, and the limited linear

differential forms { dQ}a) (X ; x) } and { dRM (X ; x) } form a biorthogonal

system with the basis functions { r0a) } for an interval ( a, b ) if the functions
,(a);v0"' } are continuous, monotonie non-decreasing in (a, b) ; if

Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 3
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(Ui,Vk) = eik ;

if for any two intervals Ai and A2 of ( a, b )

(A1QW,A2B(") = |
Ai2r(„a)   a = ß,

0       a*/3;

and if for any interval A of ( a, b )

iAQ^,Vi) - (ARM,Ui) =0.

Theorem II. If for the biorthogonal system ( Ui ( x ), Vi ( x ), dQw (X ; x ),

dRia) (X ; a;) ) with basis functions { r(0a) } for an interval (a, b), the matrix

V is limited, and the matrix { dR^ } is limited with respect to [ rf } for the

interval (a, b), there exists a positive, symmetric, and limited matrix T such that

Vi(x) = TUiix),       dÄ«(X; a-) = TdQ™ (X ; a-).

Such a matrix T is given by

T = V'V + R'R.

By D and G §2 it is limited; it is obviously positive and symmetric.

Theorem III. If T is a positive, symmetric, and limited matrix, there exists

a biorthogonal system (t/,-(a;), Vi(x), dQM i\ ; x), dRw (X ; a-)) with

basis functions { r0a) } for an interval (a, b), such that the matrix V is limited,

the matrix { dü(a) } is limited with respect to the functions { r{? } for the inter-

val (o, b), and.

Viix) = TUiix),       dÄ(0)(X; x) = rdQW(X; x),       T = V'V + R'R.

Let { Li i x ) } be the characteristic linear forms associated with the matrix T

and corresponding to the characteristic numbers Xt-, and {dP(a) (X; a;)}

the characteristic linear differential forms for the continuous spectrum (a, b),

which  form  an  orthogonal  system with basis functions   {p(„a)}  for  (a, b)

a §2).
A biorthogonal system satisfying the conditions in the theorem is con-

structed as follows

Uiix)=1^,      Viix) = ^\iLi(x),      QW(X;äO-P«(X;z);

(8) px. (,\

Ä«(X;a:)=      XdPw(X;x),      rfr>(X) =       Xdp'^X).
*J a *Ja

The spectrum is positive (J §2), and hence Uiix) and Viix) are real.

The matrix V is limited, since L is limited (E § 2) and the characteristic

numbers are finite (I § 2). The functions r[a) are continuous, monotonie

non-decreasing functions of X in (a, b).    If a =)= 0, and {dP(a)}  is limited
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with respect to  {p(ó°} , it is limited with respect to   {r[a)}.   The matrix

{<Z_(<0} is limited with respect to {r[a)} in any case, for, from the inequality

( Ex; «, F» ) _ Ex,^^ Exy^pir»,

rh{dRM)2    r" (dP^)2

X     dt^~=X       dpf~-

if follows that

and

From /Ai \df = Xi A,-/ + A, X (/(Xi+i ) - / (X) ) where Xi _ X _ X,-+i, and
from f^\dp0a) = X"A¿püo),  we obtain for a + 0 and for  {/(n)}  integrable

H(i#»)
pd/fdfV _   fdpVdfW

X      drtf     ~X      dpV    •

For the case a = 0 and b > e > 0, we define

fdrWdfM _ rUrfdf^ _   CUpfdf^
X     drV    "ÏÏJ,      AP    "Jo  "

We have also

dp(o'

r*(dÄ___ r\ {dp^y
dp'Sla)

The remainder of the theorem follows from "(5), (6), and (7).

If the matrix T is positive definite, the system {t/,(x), <ZQ(a) (X; x) } is

complete.

Theorem IV. If (Z7¿(x), F¿(x), dQw(X; x), dR^ (X; x)) is a fo-

orthogonal system with basis functions {r(0a)} for an interval {a, b), such that

the matrix V is limited, the matrix {dR^} limited with respect to \rua)} on

(a, b), and the system ( Z7» (x), dQ(a) (X; x) ) complete, then for any sequence

{x<} of finite norm, and for any sequence [yi] such that {Ui{y)\ is of finite

norm and {Q(o) (X; y) } is integrable H(r(0a)) on {a, b),

(11)      E^2/i = EFt(x)[/i(2/)+E f
i i a    t/a

dR^^JQ}^(X; y)
dr0*>{\)

Call the difference between the two sides of (11) F (x), and set x¿ equal to

Un and also to Aq(f. Then by C § 2 and (2), {F, [/,-)= 0 = (Z, A0/°>)
and therefore F{ x ) =- 0.

The relation (11) may hold for other values of {yi} than those stated in
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the theorem; for example, for the biorthogonal system in Theorem III the

relation (11) is true for all sequences \yi\ of finite norm, by virtue of (8) and

(10).
If the columns of the matrix U are of finite norm, and if the system of func-

tions { (/^'(X) Î is integrable IIir{f) on (a, b), we may take y i = eik and

(11) becomes

(11') V'UA-R'Q = E.

This relation is true for an orthog vnal system which is complete, also for the

biorthogonal system (8). If the system consists only of linear forms, (11')

expresses that U is the front reciprocal of V. Toeplitz* proved (11') for the

special case of two matrices which are both limited. That the relation (11')

is not true for every biorthogonal system of limited linear forms is shown by

the following example

Uiix) = Li+xix) - Liix),       Viix) = Li+xix),

where { Liix) } is a complete orthogonal system of linear forms.

Theorem V. Let T be a positive definite, symmetric, limited matrix; let

i Ui i x ), Viix)) form a biorthogonal system of limited linear forms with the

matrix V limited, the system { Uiix)} complete, and Viix) = TUiix); let

i Uiix), Viix), dQ(a) (X; a-), di£(a) (X; x)) form a biorthogonal system of

limited linear forms and linear differential forms with the basis functions { r(ua> }

for the interval (a, b), V limited, { dR1-^ } limited with respect to { r'^ } on

(a, b), Vi(x) = TUiix), dR^(\; x) = TdQ^ (X; a;) and the system of

{ Uiix)} and { dQw (X; x)} complete, then £,- ü,j vk¡ = ^jVijUk¡ and

£y«íí*jT)(X) = 2Z,j Vij 7;?)(X) are the coefficients of a complete orthogonal sys-

tem with the basis functions { To"' } for the interval ( a, b).

The orthogonal property follows from Theorem 4, since

E (U , Vi) (Vi, Uk) = Z(Ui,Vj)(ÏÏi,Vk) = (Ui,Vk) = eik,
3 i

£ ( A! Q *, V,) i Vit A2 Qi« ) = S ( Ai Q(a) ,V¡)i Üi, A2 Ä<« )
3 3

Amt'   a= ß,

T,(Vi,Vi)(Vi,AQV) =T,iUi,Vi)iÏÏi,ARV) = iUi,AR^) =0.
3 3

The system is complete, for if Cix) were orthogonal to  VUiix) and

VQ{a) (X; x), then V'Cix) would be orthogonal to Uf(x) and dQM (X; a;).

* Die Jacobische Transformation der quadratischen Formen von unendlichvielen Veränderlichen

Nachrichten der Kgl. Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften zu

G ó 11 i n g e n ,  Math-Phys. Kl., 1907, p. 101.
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4. Linear equations with unsymmetric systems of coefficients

Theorem VI. If, for the limited matrix A, there exist for real values of X

real characteristic linear forms and linear differential forms of the equations (5)

and (6) which form a complete system together with limited linear forms Z¿ ( x )

such that AFi ( x ) = 0, then there exists a positive definite, symmetric, and

limited matrix T such that AT is symmetric.

Let { Vi {x ) } be the characteristic linear forms for which the matrix V

may be assumed to be limited, and { ¿B(a) (X; x) } the system of character-

istic linear differential forms for which { <Z_W } is limited with respect to

{r(0a) } for the interval ( a, b ). It is obvious that the matrix F may be

assumed to be limited.   The matrix T

T = V'V + F'F + R'R

is positive definite, symmetric, and limited, and the matrix A T is symmetric.

Theorem VII. // A is a limited matrix, not identically zero, and if there

exists a positive definite, symmetric, limited matrix T such that AT is symmetric,

then there exist real characteristic linear forms and linear differential forms of

the equations (5) and (6), which form a complete system with limited linear

forms Fi{x) such that _Z¿ (x) = 0.

Corresponding to the matrix T there exists by Theorem I a biorthogonal

system of limited linear forms {Í7¿ ( x ) } and { Vi {x ) , with the matrix V

limited, { Ui{x)\ complete, and Vx (x) = TUi{x).   The matrix

B = ÏÏAV'

exists and is symmetric. To show that it is limited we introduce the bi-

orthogonal system ( U{ (x), V, (x), 'dQM (X ; x), dRM (X ; x) ) defined by

(8). Let 7ik = Hj ükj ta and pf (X) = £y % r£(X), then by E and H § 2
and Theorem V the matrix Z is limited and { dP(a) } is limited with respect

to { ríj0 } on {a, b).   Applying relation (11) we obtain

Ü = U'L+Q'P,       V = V'L + R'P.

Substitute fhese expressions in the elements of B, and, since the summation

signs may be interchanged on account of the form of U and V, we obtain

B = ÜAV' = L' ( UAV'L) + L { UAR'P) + P'QAV'L + P'QAR'P.

It is easy to see that _ is limited if zero is not a limiting point of the point

spectrum and does not belong to the continuous spectrum, for then the matrix

U is limited, and the matrix { dQ(a) } is limited with respect to { rtia) } .

The first term of _ is a limited matrix if the matrix _ = UAV is limited.

The following argument shows that B is limited in any case.    The maximum
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value of | 2~LÏ, *=" bik x{ xk | for ££" x\ i= 1, is equal to the absolute value of

that characteristic number which is largest in absolute value and satisfies

X(n) Zi = ¿ ( -¡F= £ Uj a¡i hi Vx¡ ) zk      (i = l, 2, • • •, n ).
k=X \  VXi 3,1 /

We may assume that S'=" X» zf = 1, and hence

n

X(n) =  E ( Z *<> oy« fci ) VX~ z¡ VX¡ z*.
i, k=X     J. I

Since the matrix LAL' is limited (D and E § 2), |X(n) | ^ M for an values

of n, and the matrix B is limited.

If C denotes the second term, C" denotes the third term. If zero is not a

limiting point of the point spectrum, C is obviously limited, and hence also

C". If zero does not belong to the continuous spectrum, C is limited, and

hence C is also limited.    To consider the remaining case, let

Cw = L'iUAR'P\),

where b > e > 0, and construct C(e) C(e)', which may be expressed as follows

C<o £<•>' = L'UAR'Pl P'Qbt AV'L.

From the orthogonal property (4) of { dP(a) (X ; a;) }, and results obtained

in proving the first term limited, it follows that

|C(e) C(e)'(a;,a;)| £ M2,

and since lime=0 C&} = Ca, the matrices C and C" are limited ( F § 2) in all

cases.

The fourth term of bik is limited if zero does not belong to the continuous

spectrum. In case it does, let e and e be positive and less than b; divide

(e, b) into n subintervals A,- and (e, b) into n subintervals A,-.    Let

n    A    ï??) A    //a) »   A    rW A     «W

«*••*      —  ¿-I ¿-é A     _(a) ¿-,a}i ¿_, (ß)

aj m=l ¿¿m ' u *, ß m=l ^m ' 0

¿-I A (a) Z^ ajl L-i a (0) ,
«.J »-« a« r» ', 3 m=l nm ro

then _D("'5) (x, x) is completely continuous (L § 2) for each value of n and Ti,

since it is composed of a limited form A ( x, x ) and completely continuous

forms (L § 2) ; but Din- ̂  is not symmetric for n and n are not equal.    Form

«   A     iia> A     nia> n    A- r(s) A     «(£

¿.* a.y      «*/       -   2-, ¿^ A     _<a) ¿^ a;i ¿^ A     ¿f»
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where |_4(x,x)|_¡_223¿xf and M is independent of ñ. The maximum

value of |_ (n'Ä) Zl(n")'(x, x)| for _¿ x¿ = 1, since it is a quadratic form,

is equal to the absolute value of that characteristic number p, which is largest

in absolute value, for the equations

,_VV^L?^    ________V-   T -A-r'ß)       _ßJ-_-__}

where { z< } is of finite norm and X„> Amp(0a) = Amr(oa). Multiply both sides

by Vxij. Am p.1/ VA- ria) and sum with respect to i. Then multiply both sides

by Hi ^m Am p(?> Zil VAm r("' and sum with respect to m and a. We may

assume that

V/V ______      V-   !

«,.>-       "_m p(0a) /. (3 S   X(JWA=p(1f) a      m

and since

„(.«)   _ A_.ß)
__ y * y      ___

: _ o  '■ p       m As¡   'üü¡ _

it follows that |. | _i M2 for all values of n and n, and hence

|Z)(n-5)(x,x)|_i__ E_*>
{

and also

|P'Q:__'P'(x,x)|_ME^,
J

and in consequence of (F § 2) the last term of bik is limited.

Since B is limited and symmetric, there exist (I § 2) characteristic linear

forms { Li {x ) } corresponding to real characteristic numbers X¿ of the equations

(i2) x¿L = EM.-,
J

and   characteristic  linear   differential   forms   {<ZP(p)(X;x)}   limited  with

respect to { pc„p) } for an interval (5, b), of the equations

(13) f\dfkß) = T/bkjAff),«_ j

where A is any subinterval A of ( ä, b ).   Let

vik = E h m,      _» (x ) = E fP (x ) vjk.

Then { Vi {x ) } are characteristic linear forms, corresponding to { X,- }, of

the equations

(14) X,ï,„ = E akjVij,
i
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and { dR(ß) (X; x)} are characteristic linear differential forms, for the con-

tinuous spectrum (ä, b), of the equations

03)(15) fxdri?'(X) = 2>*/A??
J& 3

where A is any subinterval of ( a, b ).

Apply (7) and (11) to B (x*, a*), where x¿* = Viix), a¿* = F¿(z) and

we obtain

(16)    A(x,y) = Z\-VJix)V]-iz)A-T, fx
3 ß   <J7,

dRWj\; x)dRWj\; a)

¿lif}(X)

for all sequences  { x¿ }  of finite norm, and all sequences  { 2/¿ }  such that

y i = ¿~2k tue zk where { a¿ } is of finite norm.    From this development (16) it

follows that any limited linear form F ( x ) which is orthogonal to { Vi ( x )}

and { dRlß) (X ; x) } is such that AF(x) = 0, and the theorem is proved.

If the adjoint system of equations

(17) X¿uik = XIajk un, I X dqk (X) = £ aik Aft-
i Ja j

where A is any subinterval of ( a, b ), have characteristic forms { Uiix)}

and { dQ(ß) (X ; x)} , then for the same values of X the equations (12) and

(13) have solutions, and { TUiix)} and { TdQw (X ; x) } satisfy (14) and

(15).
If

uik = E hi üjk,       fkß) (X) = X vT (X)üjk
à j

exist and are the coefficients of limited systems, the forms { (7¿ ( x ) J and

{ dQ(ß) (X ; x) } are characteristic forms of (17) corresponding to { X,- } and

(S, b) , form a biorthogonal system with { Viix) } and { dR<-ß) (X; x) } , and

the development (16) becomes

At       ^     Vw/i   uw   ^vf\   dlfo>(X;g)dQW(X;y)Aix,y) = L\JVJix)lJiy) + ¿- I   X- --,=ß)-,
3 ß    Ja aVo

where {x,} and {a,} are any sequences of finite norm, and y i = ¿Z,k Ukzk.

Some sufficient conditions that (17) have characteristic forms are: 1),

that the matrix U be limited, which is so in case the values of X belonging to

the spectrum are > M > 0; 2), that A = TK where K is a symmetric

limited matrix; 3), that ^4(x, x) be a completely continuous function

(K§2).
The following example shows that for a limited matrix A such that A T is
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symmetric, where T is a positive definite, symmetric, and limited matrix,

the equations (14) and (15) may have characteristic forms while the adjoint

system (17) does not.   Let

(X¿       i = k
— X»       i = k — 1

0        i + tji + .-l,

where X, = 2 — 1/2*-1. The only solutions of (17) correspond to X¿, but

they are not of finite norm. The equations (14) have solutions of finite norm

for X = X¿ and they form a complete system. In fact, these equations (14)

have solutions of finite norm for |X| < 2. If X¿ = 1, the equations (17)

have no solutions whatever, and the equations (14) have solutions of finite

norm for | 1 — X| < 1.    The solutions are x,- = (1 — X)i_1.

Theorems I and II enable us to give the following form to the Theorems

VI and VII.

Theorem VIII. The necessary and sufficient condition that for a limited

matrix A, there exist real characteristic forms and characteristic linear differential

forms of the equations (5) and (6), such that they form a complete system with

limited linear forms F{x) such that _Z¿ (x) = 0 ,is the existence of two matrices

U and V such that U is the rear reciprocal of V, the matrix UAV is symmetric,

the rows of U are of finite norm, V is a limited matrix, and the systems {Ui (x ) }

and {Vi {x ) ] are complete.

Bryn Mawr College.


